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We celebrate this Lunar New Year with great joy and sobriety. Due to the state of the 
pandemic, we know that celebrations will be muted and most of us will not be making the 
customary journey to our hometowns. The situation may not make sense. But we can make 
sense. And if we embrace the abiding significance of the Lunar New Year, we will find ways 
to honour our elders, nurture the young and cherish our loved ones. Absent or present, we 
can all do our part and give back to the safe place that has carried us thus far – our family.

In many ways, UCSI Group can be likened to one big family. Diversity is our strength and 
together, we are greater than the sum of our parts. This much was evident in the way we 
navigated the pandemic-triggered economic fallout in 2020. Entire industries were wrecked 
and some of our business units were dealt a very bad hand. Thankfully, other subsidiaries 
recorded encouraging growth and we were able to assist our affected companies in their 

time of need. Like a family, we were there for each other when the going was tough.

We are blessed that UCSI has emerged from the past year in a position of strength. More 
exciting times are ahead of us and the impending launch of UCSI Hospital will enhance our 
presence in the healthcare sector. UCSI International School and Sri UCSI private school have 
started their maiden intakes at their Kuala Lumpur campus, while UCSI College has also 
relocated to its new premises near UCSI University. These developments, and more, place 

UCSI on a strong growth trajectory.

Let us look forward to a better 2021 with confidence and trust. If we do what we must do, I 
have no doubt that UCSI will continue growing from strength to strength. It gives me great joy 
to work with all of you. Have a blessed Lunar New Year, enjoy the holiday break and come 

back refreshed.

新年快乐  .  身体健康  .  愿你幸福
Xinnian kuaile . Shenti jiankang . Yuan ni xingfu

Dato’ Peter Ng
UCSI Group CEO and Founder


